
A. Related Work
A.1. Parameter-Efficient Finetuning

Finetuning large language models (LLMs) from scratch re-
quires huge computing resources. To efficiently finetune
LLMs, several parameter-efficient finetuning approaches
have been proposed. Prompt tuning (p-tuning) [34, 35]
adds a small encoder to an LLM to generate an appropri-
ate input prompt for each downstream task. Adapter-based
approaches [23, 24, 33] add a residual, bottleneck-style
adapter to each layer of an LLM and only update adapters
during finetuning. Unlike from-scratch finetuning, updating
a smaller portion of an LLM can greatly reduce memory us-
age and computing time.

A.2. Bidirectional Auto-Regressive Transformer

L-Verse [27] is first proposed as a bidirectional model that
can generate image from text and vice versa. Along with
other DALL-E [44] variants [9, 10, 13, 63], encodes an
image into a sequence of tokens to utilize the scalabil-
ity of auto-regressive transformer architecture [41]. Bidi-
rectional Auto-Regressive Transformer (BiART) [27] uses
segment embedding to distinguish between image (or text)
as a conditional reference and a generation target. Un-
like other models [9, 44], BiART doesn’t require extra
optimization techniques to enable FP16(O2) automatic-
mixed-precision (AMP) training.

B. Method
B.1. WaveVAE

Training For both stages, we train WaveVAE with
AdamW [36] optimizer with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,
ϵ = 10e − 8. We only apply weight decay in Stage 1 with
weight decay multiplier of 1e − 5. We use learning rate
3.6e− 5 and apply linear learning rate warm-up for the first
1% of iterations and then decay the learning rate to 3.6e−6
using cosine learning rate decay [52]. We also resize each
image to 256 × 256 × 3 and apply random crop with 0.75
crop ratio.

Stage 1 As depicted in Figure 2, we first pretrain pairs of
encoders and decoders with 2D DWT (Haar) approxima-
tions of an input image in different resolutions. L1 losses
between the original and reconstructed image of each pair
are summed and used as a loss term to update the model.
We train the model for 3 epochs with a batch size of 480.

Stage 2 After architecture modification and a small cali-
bration, we further train WaveVAE with a weighted sum of
L1, LPIPS [66], and adversarial [11, 60] losses. Unlike VQ-
GAN [11], we use a U-Net discriminator [60] with spectral

normalization [37]. Replacing the discriminator and multi-
plying the adversarial loss by 1.0e− 3 allow stable training
on both ImageNet1K [7] and TIP100M without hyperpa-
rameter changes. We train the model for 10 epochs with
batch size 3840.

B.2. BiART

Training With the encoder part of WaveVAE, we train
BiART on the 100 million image-caption pairs of TIP100M
following the bidirectional training process proposed in
[27]. We train BiART in FP16(O2) automatic-mixed-
precision (AMP). Unlike L-Verse [27], there is no need to
perform inference of WaveVAE in FP32 full-precision to
prevent the underflow. We use AdamW [36] optimizer with
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.95, ϵ = 1e − 8, weight decay multiplier
1e − 2, and learning rate 1.5e − 4. We don’t apply weight
decay to embedding parameters. We train our model for 2
epochs in total with batch size 1280. We apply linear learn-
ing rate warm-up for first 1% of iterations and then decay
the learning rate to 1.5e − 5 using cosine learning rate de-
cay [52]. We directly use the pretrained BITTERS model
for zero-shot image captioning.

C. Dataset

C.1. Training (TIP100M)

Details and Publicity Each image included in TIP100M
is 100% licensed and was approved via Shutterstock’s4

human review system, which controls for image quality
and legal compliance. The dataset is random sampled from
Shutterstock’s image catalog to capture an incredibly broad
set of visual concepts as mentioned in Section 4.1. The cat-
alog with watermarked images and corresponding metadata
is open to public. We do not own any of original images in
TIP100M and hence cannot legally provide them to public
as-is. We will instead provide official links5 to all im-
ages (watermarked) and corresponding metadata upon
acceptance.

Importance While previous works [9, 10, 39, 43, 44, 47,
63] focus on the quantity of training data, we put more em-
phasis on the quality. As we mentioned in Sections 1 and 2,
we believe the quality of each caption is the key to zero-
shot image captioning. Along with high-quality ground-
truth captions, we also provide a list of keywords for each
image to further promote research on different zero-shot
vision-language tasks including zero-shot keyword extrac-
tion, image tagging, image retrieval, and keyword-to-image
generation.

4www.shutterstock.com
5Example: red apple isolated on white background.



Figure 5. Example interface for human evaluation.

C.2. Evaluation (ICE-A and B)

Details and Publicity Unlike TIP100M, images in ICE-
A and B are licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0, which
allows anyone to copy and redistribute the material in
any medium or format. We carefully selected each images
by criteria in Section 4.2. We already opened download
links for ICE-A and B to the public. Please understand
that we can’t include specific links in this version to keep
anonymity. Furthermore, we are currently hosting a global
challenge on zero-shot image captioning with ICE-A and
B along with the evaluation server to promote future re-
searches on zero-shot image captioning. The result of the
challenge will also be included in our final version.

Importance ICE-A and B includes a larger variety of vi-
sual concepts from many domains as well as various image
types (photographs, illustrations, graphics). While large-
scale training sets contain various types of images collected
from the web, benchmark evaluation sets mainly contain
real photographs. To evaluate a model’s true captioning per-
formance, ICE-A and B is essential. As far as we know, we
are also the first to release an evaluation set for societal bias.
Previous works [16, 19, 67] only propose metrics to evalu-
ate bias in existing benchmark datasets.

D. Metrics

D.1. Caption Accuracy

Along with overall results on five metrics mentioned in Sec-
tion 5, we also provide SPICE per image category (ICE-A)
and ethnicity group (ICE-B) for detailed examination. For
human evaluation, we use a web-based human evaluation
tool as shown in Figure 5.

D.2. Bias Assessment

Following three metrics are used to assess the societal bias
of a zero-shot image captioning model. Details including
gender terms and usage may differ from the original.
• Gender Error and Term Ratio: Proposed for bias as-

sessment in [16]. Gender error is the rate of incorrect gen-
der term (e.g. ‘man’, ‘woman’) usage in the set of gen-
erated captions. Gender term ratio is the ratio of female-
terms to male-terms within the set of generated captions.
High gender error suggests that a model is biased. This
is potentially due to societal stereotypes in the training
data (e.g. certain professions or clothing being associ-
ated with a given gender). The gender ratio should be as
close as possible to the actual ratio of female-subjects to
male-subjects in the evaluation set. Full lists of the gender
terms used are provided below.

• VADER Sentiment Score: Proposed for caption bias as-
sessment in [67]. The VADER language model [26] is
used to produce a compound sentiment score for a given
image caption between -1.0 (very negative) and 1.0 (very
positive). This score is influenced by the occurrence of
sentiment-heavy terms such as ‘happy’, ‘sad’ or ‘angry’.
The score is considered neutral if it lies between -0.05
and 0.05 [67]. In this paper, we compare the neutral sen-
timent rate of generated captions between gender groups
and between ethnicity groups. Large differences in senti-
ment rate between gender (or ethnicity) groups is deemed
to be undesirable and suggests that model is biased (i.e.
emotive language only used for images of certain demo-
graphic groups).

• Leakage for Image Captioning (LIC): Proposed in [19].
Following the implementation of the original paper, we
remove all gender terms from each caption (lists pro-
vided below) and train a language model (LSTM) which
performs binary classification between genders. If the
trained classifier can accurately predict the gender with-
out these protected terms, bias is present in the caption
(i.e. certain language used only for a certain group such
as the word ‘attractive’ only being used for women). The
LIC score is then calculated as the gender classifier ac-
curacy weighted by posterior probability. Higher LIC in-
dicates more biased captions. Hirota et al. [19] use LIC
score to evaluate bias amplification from training data to
a captioning models output. As we do not train and test
on the same samples, we slightly modify the usage of this
method. We instead focus on measuring LIC to directly
compare the bias in model-generated captions against the
bias in human-labeled ground-truth captions.

The following gender terms are used for bias assessment:
• Male: man, men, male, father, gentleman, gentlemen,

boy, boys, uncle, husband, prince, waiter, son, he, his,
him, himself, brother, brothers, guy, guys, emperor, em-
perors, dude, dudes, cowboy, businessman, policeman.



• Female: woman, women, female, lady, policewoman,
ladies, mother, girl, girls, aunt, wife, actress, lesbian,
princess, waitress, daughter, she, her, hers, herself, sister,
sisters, queen, queens, pregnant, businesswoman, busi-
nesslady.

D.3. Keyword Extraction

• Normalized Keyword Overlap The mean percentage
(%) of model extracted keywords found within the ground
truth keywords for each image.

• CLIP Cosine Similarity The mean percentage (%) of
model extracted keywords per image that have a text-
image CLIP vector cosine similarity [41] exceeding a
given threshold (0.23). This threshold was qualitatively
determined by calculating a mean for the overall image-
keywords pairs in ICE-A.

E. Experiment
E.1. Text-To-Image Generation

Table 13 presents text-to-image generation performance of
BITTERS. While text-to-image generation task is out of
scope of this work, we provide the result to give an in-
sight for future works on large-scale bidirectional training
for zero-shot text-to-image generation.

Sampling We modify the image sampling process pro-
posed in [27] to delicately control the generated image. We
sample 1024 image tokens with pretrained BITTERS model
to generate an image for each text. For each token selec-
tion, we first select 10% of logits with the highest proba-
bilities (top-k sampling) [12] and apply top-p sampling [22]
with p = 0.95. Since our model is bidirectionally trained,
our model also supports classifier-free guidance for auto-
regressive transformers used in [13] without additional fine-
tuning. We apply classifier-free guidance with the guidance
scale αc = 5. We sample 64 images in total and calculate
CLIPScore [17] to select a Top-1 image.

Fréchet Inception Distance We evaluate the text-to-
image generation performance of BITTERS with Fréchet
Inception Distance (FID) on a subset of 30,000 captions
sampled from MS-COCO Captions validation set in Table
13. Following previous transformer-based models [9, 27,
44], we compute FIDs after applying a Gaussian filter with
varying radii to both original and generated images. Same
with L-Verse [27], our BITTERS shows decreasing FID
with increasing blur radius. Compared to L-Verse trained
on Conceptual Captions [50] (L-Verse-CC3M), BITTERS
shows overall enhancement due to the increased number
of training data. Scaling up the number of parameters
or training samples can be considered to improve our
model for zero-shot text-to-image generation.

Model FID-0 FID-1 FID-2 FID-4 FID-8

AttnGAN [61] 35.2 44.0 72.0 108.0 100.0
DM-GAN [68] 26.0 39.0 73.0 119.0 112.3
DF-GAN [53] 26.0 33.8 55.9 91.0 97.0
XMC-GAN [64] 9.33 - - - -

L-Verse-COCO [27] 45.8 41.9 35.5 30.2 29.8
L-Verse-CC3M [27] 37.2 31.6 25.7 21.4 21.1
BITTERS 28.7 22.5 14.8 13.9 13.4

DALL-E [44] 27.5 28.0 45.5 83.5 85.0
CogView [9] 27.1 19.4 13.9 19.4 23.6
GLIDE [39] 12.24 - - - -
Make-A-Sense [13] 11.84 - - - -
DALL-E 2 [43] 10.39 - - - -
Cogview 2 [10] 27.5 - - - -
Imagen [47] 7.27 - - - -
Parti [63] 7.23 - - - -

* FID-k: FID of images blurred by radius k Gaussian filter.

Table 13. Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) on a subset of 30,000
captions sampled from MS-COCO Captions validation set.

F. Discussion
Zero-Shot We follow the definition of zero-shot proposed
in Ramesh et al. [44], which is to train a model with
a large-scale dataset and use the model for evaluation
on various datasets without additional finetuning (cross-
dataset). This is different from the zero-shot concept men-
tioned in previous works, to finetune a model with MS-
COCO Captions and evaluate on Flickr30k (cross-domain).

Large-Scale Bidirectional Training Our WaveVAE is
designed for large-scale training, along with better perfor-
mance and efficiency. As mentioned in Section 6.1, Wave-
VAE shows high performance improvement with larger
dataset, while AugVAE shows performance degradation.

As shown in Table 13, our model doesn’t show enough
performance to compete with state-of-the-art zero-shot text-
to-image generation models [10, 39, 43, 47, 63]. While text-
to-image generation models focus on scale, we rather focus
on efficiency. Compared to other transformer-based text-
to-image generation models [9, 10, 13, 63] which require
more than 3 billion parameters for zero-shot text-to-image
generation, 650 million parameters are enough for zero-shot
image captioning. As text-to-image generation is out of
scope of this work, we keep the number of parameters
as small as possible.

Broader Impact Our model can cover a variety of images
with its zero-shot capability to help visually-impaired peo-
ple. Although our training set (TIP100M) does not contain
any toxic language, societal bias in captions generated with
BITTERS should be properly mitigated before public use.



G. Examples for Zero-Shot Image Captioning and Keyword Extraction

We use the same images for Figures 6 and 7 to show the relevance between a generated caption and generated list of keywords
for a given image.

Cute and fluffy black and white
spotted baby kitten, sitting on
white background, front view.

Beautiful butterfly with green
background and the black

background.

 Advertisement concept - Man in
costume of santa claus with

megaphone. 

Bowl with flour on white
background.

Colorful macarons isolated on
white background. 

Blur image of coffee shop with
bokeh for background usage.

Doctor in white medical coat and
stethoscope.

Young african american woman
smiling happy using smartphone

at the city. 

Woman frying fish with flour,
woman cooking.

Landscape of meadow grass at
sunset background. 

Seagull on the seashore.  

Portrait of young businesswoman
eating a bowl of salad while using

laptop in cafe. 

African american little girl
wearing yellow clothes and in

blue background.

Laptop with blue screen, isolated
on white background.

Macro image of wild flower with
little spider. 

Interior of dental office with
modern dentist chair.

Pile of fresh eggs in wooden
basket isolated on white

background. 

Image of a wooden barrel of
wine , grapes , leaves. 

French bulldog sitting in front of
white background.

Young workers and builders
isolated over white background. 

Group of students on grass in
campus park.

Young pretty woman ice skating
outdoors on the ice in winter. 

Wooden chair on the shore of a
beautiful lake. 

 Professional photo of a purebred
rottweiler dog head isolated on

white background. 

Norfolk terrier dog in front of a
white background.

Little girl with red heart shaped
balloons on white background.

Little happy girl playing in the
forest river and enjoying the

beauty of nature on a sunny day. 

Bicycle path traffic sign on blue
sky background.

Baked vegetables and mushrooms
in baking dish on wooden table.

close up.  

Chat icon - flat design , glyph
style icon - black.

Abstract blur and defocused
luxury hotel bedroom interior for

background.

Happy children with pets in
home. 

Happy birthday hand lettering
vector design illustration. 

White pillow and blanket in hotel
room, travel lifestyle concept. 

The raw pork on a white plate
with a sprig of rosemary. 

Young asian woman on bed with
happy and smile face, lifestyle

and relax concept. 

Figure 6. Examples of generated captions on ICE-A. Images are identical to images in Figure 7.



african american casual child
cute education elementary age

emotion expression fashion

background blue computer
connect connection data device

digital display electronic

beautiful beauty blossom 
closeup colorful floral flower

garden green insect macro 

bed care clinic closeup dental
dentistry denture dental drill

equipment estate filling caries 

background basket eggs brown
basket eggs chicken eggs egg

white white background 

alcohol alcoholic barrel
beverage black bottle corkscrew
dark drink elegance glass grape

animal breed bulldog dog puppy
cute pet poodle studio

adult automatic builder building
business friend building business
clothes commercial construction  

adult attractive autumn beautiful
beauty casual caucasian cheerful 

college computer

active winter woman clothing 
cold weather cool fashion
fashionable sport female 

background beach beautiful blue
brown chair coast forest green
holiday island lake landscape 

adorable adult animal beautiful
black breed canine closeup cute

dog domestic 

animal obedient background
brown dog isolated domestic

face front view furry

ball balloons beautiful bright
care cheerful child cute

emotional expression female

activity background beautiful
child childhood cute falls female

flow flowing forest fun girl 

background baked basket bowl
capsicum carrots closeup cooked

cuisine delicious dinner dish 

abstract area beautiful bedroom
blur blurred board bokeh

business hotel interior

abstract art backdrop background
banner beautiful beauty birthday

blur blurred blurry card color

bacon butchery course cuisine
culinary delicious dill dinner dish

eating fillet food gourmet 

20s adult asian attractive
background bed bedroom casual

cheerful comfortable cute 

bicycle bike biking city cycle
icon lane line outdoor ride road
sign sport street symbol traffic

adorable animal baby
background beautiful black and

white cat kitty cute 

animal background beautiful
butterfly closeup garden green

insect isolated leaf macro natural

adult background caucasian
christmas claus color colorful 

employee event expression face 

background brown closeup
cooking cuisine dry flour food
ingredient isolated nutrition 

background sweets exquisite food
french macarons sweets group

macaroon macaroons pink 

abstract asia background
beautiful beauty blur blurred

blurry bokeh chair coffee 

attractive background beautiful
beauty care caucasian clinic

clinical clipboard close - up coat

adult african afro american app
application arab background 

camera city  

food burger cook cuisine
delicious dinner fast food dinner
dish eating fat food frying pan

orange sunset beautiful cloud
cloudscape dawn evening scene
grass landscape nature outdoor  

alone background beach beautiful
beauty bird blue bokeh coast color

copy cute defocused  

businesswoman caucasian drinks
enjoyment food food gadgets girl

indoors laptop lunch business 

black bubble button chat
comment contact design  help

icon illustration

animal baby boy brother
caucasian cheerful child
childhood cute family 

accommodation background
beautiful bedroom blanket bright

comfort comfortable cotton 

Figure 7. Examples of extracted keywords on ICE-A. Images are identical to images in Figure 6.


